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ABSTRACT. A atalogue of positions and proper motions whih ontains 58483 stars mainly12m�16:5m (Pul-3) in 146 �elds, has been onstruted at the Pulkovo observatory. The Pul-3 isbased on the results of measurements of the photographi plates with galaxies (Deutsh's plan).All plates were taken using the Pulkovo Normal Astrograph. The Tyho-2 has been used as areferene atalogue. The mean epoh of the Pul-3 is 1963.25. The internal errors of astrometridata of the Pul-3 are �80mas for positions and �5mas=yr for proper motions.1. OBSERVATIONS AND ASTROMETRIC REDUCTIONSThe observations were made with Pulkovo Normal Astrograph (F = 3467mm; D = 330mm)during the periods from 1935 till 1960 (the �rst epoh) and from 1969 till 1986 (the seondepoh). The exposure times were 1 hour. The majority of stars are in magnitudes range12m� 16:5m. The maximal density of stars in the Pulkovo plates is 500 stars per square degree.The Tyho-2 (Hog E. et. al. 2000) atalogue has been used as a referene atalogue. Onlyapproximate equatorial oordinates of the optial enters of all plates had been known in initialstage of onstrution of the Pul-3 atalogue and thus realulation of ones has been done. Asix-parameters plate model has been used for astrometri redutions of the plates.2. THE PUL-3 CATALOGUE CONSTRUCTIONThe systemati errors in stars positions depending on oma of the lens and ones as funtionsof the magnitudes and olor indexes (using values B and R from the USNO-A2.0 atalogue) ofstars have been revealed in residuals of tangential oordinates of referene stars.The oma parameters have been determined ( = 1:6� 0:2mas �mm�1 �mag�1 and mag0 =11:3m � 1:2m). Magnitude equation and olor equation do not depend on plates emulsion butones strongly depend on delination zone. The onsiderable magnitude equation orretionshave been obtained for stars with mag < 9m and mag > 14m. The olor equation orretions inRA signi�antly less than ones in DECL. The oeÆients of olor equations in DECL linearlyinrease from pole to equator. The more than 50mas improvement has been made by takinginto aount of all revealed systemati errors. 77



Table 1: The estimations of preision of the Pul-3 for di�erent delination zones (internal errorsare denoted by � symbol and external errors relative to Tyho-2 are denoted by � symbol).delination zone �� os Æ �Æ ��� os Æ ��Æ �� os Æ �Æ ��� os Æ ��Æmas mas mas/yr mas/yr mas mas mas/yr mas/yr�5Æ � 5Æ 90 98 5.5 6.0 141 160 9.2 10.25Æ � 15Æ 86 86 5.3 5.3 136 159 8.7 10.015Æ � 25Æ 79 88 4.5 5.1 130 148 9.2 9.125Æ � 35Æ 85 85 5.1 5.2 154 159 10.2 11.235Æ � 45Æ 79 78 4.8 4.8 151 157 9.7 10.145Æ � 55Æ 79 82 4.8 4.9 157 159 11.4 12.555Æ � 65Æ 77 80 4.9 5.1 162 175 9.9 12.165Æ � 75Æ 74 78 4.6 4.8 126 142 8.0 9.875Æ � 85Æ 73 78 4.8 5.1 127 142 8.8 9.9for full atalogue 80 84 4.9 5.1 142 155 9.2 10.1The ompletely orreted equatorial oordinates and new proper motions have been alu-lated for all stars on eah �eld. The mean epoh of the Pul-3 atalogue is 1963.25. The meanerrors of positions and proper motions of the Pul-3 atalogue are presented in Table 1.The omparisons of the Pul-3 atalogue with Tyho-2 (7588 ommon stars) and ARIHIP(Wielen R. et. al. 2001)(795 ommon stars) have been done at the mean epoh of the Pul-3atalogue. The most systemati di�erenes (Tyho-2 { Pul-3) are within�10mas for oordinatesand �0:5mas=yr for proper motions. The mean di�erenes (ARIHIP { Pul-3) are slight also:�� os Æ = +6mas, �Æ = �4mas, ��� os Æ = +0:28mas=yr, ��Æ = +0:76mas=yr.The omponents of angular veloity vetor of rotation of the system of the Pul-3 (Tyho-2system) relative to the system of the Pul-2 (Bobylev V.V. et. al. 2000) (Pul-2 is a atalogueof absolute proper motions with respet to bakground galaxies) were obtained from di�erenesof the proper motions (Pul-3 { Pul-2) for more than 50000 mostly faint stars. !x = �0:76 �0:91mas=yr, !y = �0:75 � 0:74mas=yr, !z = �2:05 � 0:71mas=yr. These results are in goodagreement with the similar estimations (Kovalevsky J. et. al. 1997) from (Hipparos { LikNPM1) proper motions di�erenes.The stars from Pul-3 atalogue may be used as referene stars in proessing of positionalCCD-observations in small �elds. The Pul-3 atalogue in ombination with modern observationswill allow to improve the preision of the proper motions of the faint stars. The Pul-3 is put toCDS, Strasburg, Frane (I/290).3. REFERENCESHog E. et. al. 2000. The Tyho-2 Catalogue of the 2.5 Million Brightest Stars.Astron. Astro-phys.. Vol. 355. -P. 27-30.Wielen R. et. al. 2001. Astrometri atalogue ARIHIP.Ver�o�. Astron. Reh-Inst. Heigelberg.N. 40. 36 p.p.Bobylev V.V. et. al. 2000. The atalogue of absolute proper motions of stars Pul-2 { A.N.Deutsh's plan realisation. in pro. "Astrometry, geodynamis and elestial mehanis atthreshold of 21 enture." P. 177-178. (in Russian).Kovalevsky J. et. al. 1997. The Hipparos atalogue as realisation of extragalati referenesystem. Astron. Astrophys., 323, P. 620-633.
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